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Most of my work revolves around the simulation of naturally occurring systems and
phenomena. I'm interested in how things like emergence, entropy and chaos can be
utilized to create poetic structures which in turn can serve as metaphor for a broad
array of conditions and issues - social, political & personal. I usually begin with a
notion of the type of system I'd like to explore, say collapse, turbulence, conflict, etc
and then go about finding ways to frame that system in a way that serves my needs.
I do all of this by writing the math and the code needed to make the objects on
screen behave in a way that I like. The results I get back are always surprising and
never entirely predictable. I know in a general sense how I want things to behave,
and what I want them to do, but I can never predict exactly what will happen when I
compile the code, and that is one of the main things that attracts me to working with
code and generative systems.
Lately, I've been interested in seeing how tactile and physical I can make these
simple geometric structures and systems appear to the viewer. I've been very much
interested in phenomenological issues involved in experiencing time-based
abstraction - I want the pieces to have a physicality and presence even though they
are the product of ephemeral zeros and ones. The mimetic nature of the hair and it's
relation to Cilium plays off of that notion. Much of how we experience our world is
mediated through these hair-like cells, so it made sense to use them as a model in
attempting to bring physicality and tactility to screen-based media.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cilium

pos = _matrix.transformPointAffine(origin);
Vec3f offset_pos = _matrix.transformPointAffine(origin+root_n);
Vec3f temp_n =Vec3f(offset_pos-pos);
//temp_n.normalize();
offset_n = temp_n;
timestep+=.175+ (pow(_perlin.noise(getElapsedFrames()*.015)*1.5,2)*.43);
for(int i = 0; i <= num_pts;i++)
{
Vec3f temp = pos+(offset_n*i*step);
offset_pts[i] = temp;
}
if(lighting)
lit = do_lighting(_light);
else
lit = 1.0f;
update_hairs();
float Hair::do_lighting(ci::Vec3f &_light)
{
lightdif = _light-pos;
lightdif.normalize();
//lit = light_n.dot(lightdif);
lit =pow( constrain( (offset_n.dot(lightdif)),-0.0f,1.0f)*1.25,1);
return lit;
}
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mTransform.setToIdentity();
//mTransform.rotate(Vec3f::xAxis(), sinf(getElapsedFrames()*0.01) *1.41);
float tx = perlin.noise(getElapsedFrames()*.005)*5;
float ty = perlin.noise(getElapsedFrames()*.005+23355)*5;
float tz = perlin.noise(getElapsedFrames()*.005-213355)*5;
mTransform.translate(Vec4f(tx,ty,tz,0));
rx+= perlin.noise(getElapsedFrames()*.007)*.076;
ry+= perlin.noise(getElapsedFrames()*.000025+996547)*.16;
rz+= perlin.noise(getElapsedFrames()*.000025+996547)*.16;
mTransform.rotate(Vec3f::xAxis(),rx );
mTransform.rotate(Vec3f::yAxis(),ry);
mTransform.rotate(Vec3f::zAxis(),rz );

gl::clear( Color( 0, 0, 0 ) );
final.bindFramebuffer();
gl::clear( Color( 0, 0, 0 ) );
gl::pushMatrices();
//gl::setMatricesWindowPersp(Vec2i(fbo_w,fbo_h));
gl::setMatricesWindow(Vec2i(fbo_w,fbo_h));
gl::disableDepthRead();
gl::disableDepthWrite();
tex.enableAndBind();
glColor3f(1,1,1);
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);

http://faculty.fmcc.suny.edu/mcdarby/majors101book/Chapter_04-Cell_Structure&Function/02-parts_of_advanced_cells.htm#cilia

“[They] sometimes fuse in groups to form structures: for
instance, a few unicellular animals creep around on what
look like legs but which are fused clusters”

http://www.pnas.org/content/107/23/10490/F4.expansion.html

